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Setting
A small greenhouse 
A table, start trays, cubes cut apart
Empty trays to the right, imaginary full cubes to the left, garbage can next to him on the floor

Characters
Ted, an older hippie, blue jeans, flannel shirt, long grey ponytail, beard
Sarah, an older hippie, long hair, dress, Birkenstocks, heavy hand-knitted sweater
Arlo, their son, a young baller, flat brim hat, squatty Carhart pants, tight t shirt, short short hair
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TED
(standing behind table in greenhouse, holding up a cube, squinting, repeating)

Female... (sets cube into tray to right side)
Male... (tosses cube into trash)
Male... (tosses cube into trash)
Undetermined.... (places cube in empty tray to his right)
Female! (sets cube into tray to right side, continues)

SARAH 
(enters greenhouse)

Ted, are you getting started? Are they starting to show? .... Hey, wait. You know we always do this 
together. Don't throw --

TED (stopping)
Aw, Sarah, I was just in a hurry. We're so far behind this year. I can tell a male; we gotta get these sexed 
and in the ground.

SARAH
We just always share this part, remember it's better to have two sets of eyes, look, I can check real fast 
(bends into garbage can)...oh, this one's broken...

TED (impatient)
Okay, okay! Now we're both here we can work together. Just leave those, they're males anyhow.

SARAH
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I'm sorry, I had to finish the dishes. It can't all be about pot, all the time. I haven't even started our 
vegetable seeds yet. Or the flowers. We need some balance. It's only March and --

TED (interrupts)
Look, honey, all that rain, we had to dig trenches, we've got that new greenhouse and it's all mud, I've 
got to get to town this afternoon and get another load of gravel so we can even walk in it.

SARAH (interrupts)
I know! We need to grow twice as much as 5 years ago, just to get by. But...I just don't know if I can 
even pull a tarp. Those things are heavy. I guess we'll put our top picks in the dep, and the rest in the 
garden?

TED
Well, we need to do a dep just to get by. We got to get to market before it's saturated and then when the 
garden comes in it'll be a second harvest --

SARAH (interrupts)
Saturated? We still have 10 pounds from last Fall! (brightening) If we can sell that, we'll be good for 
another couple months.

TED
There's already new stuff coming out next month. Last year's pounds are compost, baby. Unless I can 
find somebody to give me $100 bucks a pound for their oil lab. Maybe I'll talk to Jack...

SARAH (droops)
$100 bucks a pound. 

TED
We're lucky. Joe and Susan are sittin' on 200 pounds from last year. Somebody offered 'em $700 a 
pound and they said "no." I would-a said yes. A hundred-an'-forty-K is better than nothin.'

SARAH
It's just changed so fast. Remember when a hundred an' forty THOUSAND DOLLARS was being rich? 
We spend half''a' that just to grow plants now. We used to grow almost all our food in the garden and 
live for the year off 10 pounds -- now our garden is so small but we just don't have the space to have 
more veggies, and when they're ripe it's pot harvest anyhow, no time to can my tomatoes --

TED
...And then it was 20 pounds, and then 50. Now we grow 100, the markets in the tank, and we hope we 
can get rid of the last 10 just to get by.

SARAH
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We're the lucky ones, though. We own this place. Those kids down the road, Star and Tommy? They 
bought 5 years ago and they got more than 15 years on their mortgage. And a baby. And they're still 
hopin' to sell a bunch-a pounds.

TED
Yeah, and they got no place to put a greenhouse. 

SARAH
You know, sometimes, I just wonder if we're not outstaying our luck. All those years that we didn't get 
busted. Now we're just gettin' pushed out by newcomers growin' too much, drivin' the price down--

TED
You know, for all the "War-On-Drugs" talk, most people didn't get busted.

SARAH
But we're workin' harder and makin' less every year, and it's gettin' too hard with all the growin' to take 
care of the rest of our life.

TED
So you want ta be like John and Susie, sell out and live in town? Move south? Ya think you can change 
your life that much?

SARAH
It's just...we should talk about it. Land prices are so high, we could buy a nice little house and still have 
enough to live on ---

TED (interrupts)
You ready to give up our land?

SARAH
I'm ready to talk about it, honey, I mean, how many years can we keep cuttin' our own firewood? And 
we need a new roof! An' all that rain just about wiped out the road...we used ta laugh about deferred 
maintenance, but stuff is breakin' now. Stuff we need. 

TED
I know, and we don't have the time ta fix it, and we don't have the money ta hire somebody.

SARAH
Nobody ta hire anyhow. Everybody's growin' like crazy. Nobody shares tools, nobody has time ta help 
each other like we used ta--
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TED (interrupts, agreeing)
Or ta get together--

SARAH
We don't even have Hill parties anymore--

TED
Cause everybody's got ta go home and pull tarps. Too tired ta come out later. (brightens) Remember 
how we used ta stay up just ta watch the dawn? Trippin,' singin,' babies asleep by the campfire...

SARAH
It just feels like everything's changed.

TED
OK baby, next week, let's give the realtor a call. Won't hurt ta see if we could make enough ta retire on.

SARAH
We owe it to ourselves, ta see how much we could get --

TED
Yeah, it's a bubble, and when it bursts, land prices are gonna fall like a rock. 

(Door to greenhouse flies open vigorously and Arlo bursts in.)

ARLO (big and loud)
Mom! Dad! Whatcha doin'? (groans) Sexin' seed starts. I bet that's your own strain, huh.

TED
'Course it's our strain, son. What else would we grow?

ARLO
Maybe somethin' that won a prize last year? You know, somethin' MARKETABLE? And -- 
BREAKING NEWS!! -- clones come already sexed.

TED (growls)
Already sexed and already fulla somebody else's bugs.

SARAH
But Arlo, this is the Purple Wizard. Your dad worked for years to get it this good. Smells so sweet, the 
buds are so fat, the color's so dark, everybody loves it.

ARLO
You guys. Dark is so out. Nobody will look at it. It's all about the OG, the chemical stuff, the Diesel --
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SARAH (interrupts loudly)
I will not GROW something called Chemical or Diesel!

ARLO (sarcastic)
Yeah, I bet you're in the ground, not Smart pots, and you dug the holes by hand.

(Ted and Sarah look down)

ARLO (continues)
And that dinky greenhouse? You need like 5 of 'em just to compete.

TED (loudly)
We don't want to compete! We're not in a contest! We're in a LIFE! This is just one part of it!

ARLO (softly)
Dad, you don't get it. You can't get by with that hippie shit any more. Wake up and smell the money. 
Look, let me come over with my guys. We'll doze you a strip right next to that little greenhouse, we'll 
put up a couple hundred-footers, we'll stock it with the real shit and we can still get three runs in this 
year. I'll sell the weed and after costs each run, we'll split 50/50.

TED
Arlo, that goes against everything we believe in. Everything we raised you to --

SARAH (interrupts)
You'd take the meadow? Bulldoze it flat? 

ARLO
Mom, that's what the meadow's good for. Flat, good sun, plenty of water. I'll have to lower the hill to 
the west, take down those trees on the ridge, but that meadow can make you rich. 

SARAH
I AM rich! I have deer, and foxes, and 15 kinds of birds in our meadow. Wildflowers all summer long.  
Bulldoze the meadow, bulldoze the ridge, cut the trees...those are old growth!

ARLO
They're in the way. It's just common sense.

TED
You're upsettin' us, Arlo, and that's not what you came for, so tell us why you stopped by.

ARLO (hesitates, shuffles his feet)
Don't ya see that we got an opportunity? I know how hard you work, keepin' this homestead goin.' Your 
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friends are movin' away, and a lot of 'em are dyin,' the last couple years. Have ya thought about retirin'?

SARAH
But all the close friends we have left are here!

ARLO
Mom, they're leavin,' one way or another. You GOT to face facts. The longer you stay, the more alone 
you're gonna be.

TED
Son, this is doin' us no good, and --

ARLO (interrupts)
Look, I want to buy the place from ya. You can move up to Arcata, you can be close ta things ya travel 
two hours to do, ya can be closer to the doctor, life will be easier.

SARAH
Buy the place? Us SELL the place? So you can rip it up -- for MONEY?!?

ARLO
Mo-o-om...

TED
Arlo, what's happened to you and that Travis? You been partners, did ya fight? Things okay?

ARLO
No, we're good. We just need to expand, and we thought --

SARAH
Expand? You have 6 greenhouses!

ARLO
Okay. We're not makin' enough splittin' it. I figure, I'm gonna inherit this, so I can make it easy for ya, 
give ya the money today, and --

SARAH
You want us to give up the place we put our lives into, so you can make more money?

TED
What happens when this bubble bursts, Arlo? You can't just put a meadow back together. You can't just 
go back, and you might not be able to keep it.
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ARLO
I'm not worryin' about keepin' it, I'm --

SARAH (interrupts)
So you're not worried about keeping the place we put our lives into. It's not important. Only money is 
important.

ARLO
Mom, be practical, for once.

SARAH
I'm being real practical right now. I got work to do and this conversation is done.

ARLO
Da-a-ad...

TED
Your mom's right. Nothin' to talk about here.

ARLO
Da-a-ad...

TED
You run along now, son. 

SARAH
Female! (places cube in tray to her right)
Male... (tosses cube in garbage can)
Male... (tosses cube in garbage can)

 TED (joins her)

Male... (tosses cube in garbage can)

 ARLO
(looks at them for a moment, leaves quietly)

LIGHTS
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